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Summary: The paper presents methods for improving power supply quality with 
properly selected active filter, obtaining better power factor and lower levels of voltage 
and current harmonics. Real case of active filter application in industry has been 
analysed. Measurement results of quality indicators of energy are given for active filter in 
use and filter switched off. Analysis of the cost-effectiveness of its use has been 
conducted. 
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POPRAWA JAKOŚCI ZASILANIA POPRZEZ ZASTOSOWANIE FILTRA 
AKTYWNEGO – STUDIUM PRZYPADKU 

Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono sposoby poprawy jakości zasilania 
uzyskując poprawę współczynnika mocy oraz obniżenie poziomu harmonicznych 
napięcia i prądu, wykorzystując do tego celu odpowiednio dobrany filtr aktywny. 
Przenalizowano rzeczywisty przypadek zastosowania filtra aktywnego w zakładzie 
przemysłowym. Przedstawiono wyniki pomiarów wskaźników jakości energii - zarówno 
przed zastosowaniem filtra aktywnego jak i po jego zastosowaniu. Dokonano analizy 
opłacalności ekonomicznej jego zastosowania.  

Słowa kluczowe: jakość energii, filtry aktywne, poprawa jakości zasilania, THDI, THDU 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrical energy is a consumer product; as such it is more and more often defined with 
parameters of so-called energy quality. All participants of energy market, i.e. manufacturers, 
distribution operators and consumers should be concerned about this quality. Standards PN-
EN 50160 [1] and PN-EN 6100-4-30 [2] offer multiple measurable parameters-indicators of 
power quality and describe their allowable variation ranges, wherein correct operation of all 
electrical devices is ensured. Breach in the range of electrical energy parameters expressed in 
the standards may cause disturbance in operation of consumer-side load. Effects due to such 
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disturbances may be observed quite often. One such instance is a popular flicker of the 
lighting appliances, which causes increased physical and psychical fatigue  in humans. Poor 
energy quality may also lead to disturbance in operation of electric drives and faster wear of 
their mechanical elements. Unstable operation of electrical and electronic devices usually 
causes increase in noise level or occurrence of local overheating or excessive vibrations. 
These are the sources of losses caused by premature wear of electrical devices and 
disturbance in the technological processes. The omnipresent non-linear loads generate current 
higher harmonics which are introduced into power network and cause numerous adverse 
economic effects. Presence of higher harmonics results in increase of RMS current value, 
which in turn leads to increased power losses (dissipated as heat) in resistive elements. Higher 
harmonics may also cause increase in current flow due to resonance of higher harmonics as 
well as current flow in neutral wire, which may be many times higher than in phase conductor 
due to summation of  3rd order harmonics. This may result in tripping the protections or even 
damage of the neutral, initiating a break in the supply of all loads. Another common problem 
causing lots of negative technical and economic effects is asymmetry of supply voltage. This 
asymmetry may result from e.g. connecting three-phase loads with instantaneous 
asymmetrical load (e.g. arc furnaces) into the network or presence of multiple irregularly sited 
one-phase loads, connected between L-N wires. It may produce additional losses of power 
and energy, excessive heating of machines and shortening of transformer lifetime.  

To summarise: principal and measurable result of poor electrical power quality is 
emergence of higher harmonics characterized by relatively high per unit values; these 
harmonics cause unstable operation of electrical and electronic devices and lead to asymmetry 
of supply voltage, which in turn increases power losses and, consequently, operational costs. 
Some assessments [3] appraise total European Union costs resulting from poor power quality  
at 75000M euros annually. A possible way to reduce losses and, at the same time, increase 
power supply quality is to use proper active power filters.  

2. POSSIBILITIES OF IMPROVING ENERGY QUALITY AND REDUCING 
COSTS  

Elimination of higher harmonics in power network is most often achieved with the help 
of passive filters. These are usually designed as parallel-type filters consisting of passive L 
and C elements. In the design process the properties  of particular power network supply point 
are taken into account in order to obtain the required shape of frequency impedance curve. 
The basic advantage of passive filters lies in their price, they are cheap and their construction 
is relatively simple. However, they possess a series of disadvantages as well. Among the most 
important shortcomings we may list the following:  
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- effectiveness of passive filters is strongly dependent on the impedance of supply network 
at the point where filter is connected, 

- passive filters represent weakly attenuated RLC circuits, which may lead to occurrence of 
unfavourable resonance effects, 

- only selected and dominant harmonics are filtered (those harmonics which are non-
characteristic for the load are not subjected to filtration, even though they may be present), 

- filters may get detuned when supply frequency is changed or when component LC 
parameters vary (e.g. due to capacitor aging process).  
Present legal regulations state that extra charge is imposed on the customers by power 

providers, when reactive power is input to or generated by load (this is required on account of 
limited capacity of transmission network). In order to reduce these costs and to improve 
power factor, capacitor or reactor banks are used, in accordance with load character. In case 
of capacitor bank there always exists a hazard of explosion or at least damage, whenever 
resonance of higher harmonics takes place. To protect circuits against these hazards, 
appropriately selected reactors are used. Unfortunately this practice leads to significant 
increase in investment costs.  

In order to enhance supply quality by limiting distorted higher harmonic currents and 
improving load symmetrisation (in different phases), active filters are also used. They are 
designed as power electronics systems based on IGBT high-power transistors and PWM 
modulation. Active filter operation principle is founded upon elimination of all deformed 
components from non-linear load currents. To this end, active filter generates its own current 
waveform of identical magnitude, but with opposite phase shift relative to the undesired 
(eliminated) component of load current. From the viewpoint of supply network, current 
supplying non-linear load is now sinusoidal; thus the load becomes linear. Among the most 
important advantages of active filters the following may be enumerated:  
- decrease of current harmonic content (THDI) by c. 10 times, 
- possibility of easy programming, so that filter reacts to specified harmonics only, 
- no risk of resonance for any harmonic frequency, 
- protection against changes in frequency during operation of emergency generator,  
- no possibility of overloading, 
- possible improvement of power factor.  

3. ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE FILTER APPLICATION  

Courtesy to ARTECH company[4], opportunity has been given to the author to carry out 
measurements in the Department of Laser Processing of Metals (ZLOM). In this Department, 
measurements have been performed for following cases:  
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a) active filter switched off, 
b) active filter switched on.  

Measurements have been carried out using power quality analyser  of A Class PQ Box 100 |( 
Expert). ZLOM is supplied from power network SEE with a 3-phase, 4-wire circuit connected 
into star arrangement, with nominal voltage 400 V. Two measurement locations have been 
chosen: 

1) transformer station 15/0,4 kV, at the feeder RS-8 
2) transformer station 15/0,4 kV, at transformer T1 supply point – bus of the secondary 

circuit; active filter has been applied in RS-8 circuit and switched on and off as 
required. 

Scalable Active Filter (SAFi) has been used in active filtration of higher harmonics. This is an 
active harmonic filter with modular design. It helps to compensate harmonics up to harmonic 
of 51st order. This filter has been connected in parallel between supply source and loads. The 
diagram of measurement circuit assembled in Department of Laser Processing of Metals with 
SAFi active filter connected is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig.1. Diagram of the measuring system set up with active filter Safi; Department of Laser 

Processing of Metals 
Rys.1. Schemat wykonanej instalacji pomiarowej z zastosowaniem filtra aktywnego SAFi w Zakładzie 

Laserowej Obróbki Metali 

3.1. Case 1a – supply point RS-8, active filter switched off   

High level of harmonic distortion (defined by THDU coefficient) has been observed in 
voltage. Maximum value of THDU was c. 2.45%, while harmonic distortion in current was  
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c. 24%. Such values have potential impact on accelerated wear of cables and devices supplied 
from this network. They may also lead to failure states and load damage. They also cause 
increase in active power losses by introducing deformed power D, this is confirmed by power 
factor  value (0.78). High harmonic content in voltage and current acts destructively upon 
cables and supply wires, it also causes overheating of transformer due to increased power 
losses. On account of voltage distortion and current harmonics H5 and H7 the capacitor bank 
is subjected to damage caused by voltage overstress in the capacitors. If network impedance 
value is unfavourable, voltage RMS-value  may rise, and this is turn may pose potential threat 
of damage to power electronics loads, PLC drivers, switched-mode power supplies, capacitors 
etc. Results of measurements are presented in graphical form in Fig. 2.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Time plot of instantaneous voltage and current for phase L1 (active filter off) 
Rys. 2. Wykres czasowy przebiegu napięcia i prądu dla fazy L1 ( filtr wyłączony) 

 
Strong distortion of current caused by occurrence of higher harmonics may be observed 

in Fig.2. Spectra of voltage and current harmonics (instantaneous values) in L1 phase are 
presented in Fig.3.  
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Fig. 3. Harmonic spectra (instantaneous values) of L1 phase current and voltage  
Rys. 3. Spektrum chwilowych wartości harmonicznych napięcia i prądu fazy L1 

Vector diagrams of active, reactive, apparent and deformed power D are presented in 
Fig.4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Vector diagrams of active, reactive, apparent power and deformed power D 
Rys.4. Wykres wektorowy mocy czynnej, biernej i pozornej oraz mocy odkształconej D 
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3.2. Case 1b – supply point RS-8, active filter switched on  

With SAFi filter switched on, a significant decrease of harmonic content in voltage 
(THDU) has been observed in the recorded values (down to c.1.2%, i.e. by 50%). The same 
effect has occurred for harmonic content in current (down to 2.07%, i.e. by 91%). Shape of 
current and voltage waveforms is also considerably amended (see Fig.5). Additionally, use of 
active power has also been enhanced, this is confirmed by increase in power factor tPF up to 
0.98. Such value has a potential high impact on reduction of deformed power, reduction in 
cable wear and improvement in efficiency of loads as well as their lifetimes (failure states due 
to presence of higher harmonics are eliminated). Selected measurement results are presented 
below in graphical form. A  substantial decrease (in relation to measurements carried out 
without active filter) in all current harmonics and in particular in H5 and H7 harmonics is 
observed in Fig.6. Most important power parameters recorded with SAFi filter switched on 
and off are set out in Table 1.  

 Table 1. 

Energy parameters , supply point RS-8, with active filter on or off  

Parameter filter off filter on 
Pmax, kW 105.7 90.6 

Qmax, kVar 51.5 20.5 
Smax, kVA 92.3 76.4 

tPF 0.78 0.98 
cos φ 0.84 0.98 

UL1, V 223.5 219.8 
UL2, V 222.7 220.8 
UL3, V 221.9 221.3 

THD U, % 2.45 1.20 
THD I, % 23.25 2.07 

H5, % 20.38 0.68 
H7, % 11.22 0.66 

IL1 max. A 204.8 152 
IL2 max, A 204.3 155 
IL3 max, A 210.8 159 
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Fig. 5. Time plot of instantaneous voltage and current for phase L1 - filter on 
Rys. 5. Wykres czasowy przebiegu napięcia i prądu dla fazy L1 - filtr włączony 
 

 
 
Fig.6. Harmonic current spectrum (instantaneous values) for phase L1 current 
Rys.6. Spektrum chwilowych wartości harmonicznych prądu fazy L1 
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Fig. 7. THDU coefficient with  SAFi filter switched off and on 
Rys. 7. Harmoniczne napięcia THDU przy wyłączonym i załączonym filtrze SAFi  

A very significant reduction of voltage and current harmonic content may be observed in 
Figs. 7 and 8 (filter switched on).  

 

Fig. 8. THDI coefficient with SAFi filter switched off and on 
Rys. 8. Harmoniczne napięcia THDI przy wyłączonym i załączonym filtrze SAFi 
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Fig. 9. Current harmonics H5 and H7 for different phases 
Rys. 9. Wykres wartości harmonicznych prądu H5 i H7 dla poszczególnych faz 

Current harmonic H5 and H7 values for different phases are shown in Fig.9. Considerable 
improvement in power factor and usage of active power may be observed in Fig.10.  

 

 

Rys. 10. Wykres przebiegu wartości współczynnika mocy tPF 
Fig. 10. Instantaneous values of power factor tPF 

 
Time plot of cosφ values with SAFi filter switched on and off is shown in Fig.11.  
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Fig. 11. Time plot of cos φ with SAFi filter switched off and on 
Rys. 11. Wykres wartości cos φ przy załączonym i wyłączonym filtrze SAFi 

 

Fig. 12. Time plot of reactive power with SAFi filter switched off and on  
Rys. 12. Wykres wartości mocy biernej przy załączonym i wyłączonym filtrze SAFi 
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Additionally, time plot of reactive power Q with SAFi filter switched on and off is shown 
in Fig.12. Reduction of reactive power by c. 50% may be observed here.  

Loads with voltage-current non-linear characteristics generate current higher harmonics. 
This leads to deformation of current flowing in supply transformer, thus increasing 
transformer’s copper losses. Higher losses cause increase in transformer’s temperature. When 
current is deformed, then in order not to exceed allowable temperature rise, transformer 
loading must be reduced. With application of SAFi filter, K-factor has been reduced by 0.38, 
i.e. by 27%, this ensures continued transformer’s safe operation. 

Increase of additional losses in relation to losses present at sinusoidal current has been 
denoted with K factor. This is equal to the ratio of increased copper losses of deformed power 
( odk  obcΔ P ) to increased copper losses of sinusoidal power ( sin  obcΔ P ): 

 
sin obcΔ
odk obcΔ

P
PK   (1) 

Due to reduction in input reactive power, it has been possible to increase amount of 
active power transmitted via supply cable. Changes in transformer’s K factor are shown in 
Fig.13. The amendment in transformer’s K factor caused by reduction in active power 
deformed waveforms is as high as c. 53%.  
 

 
 
Fig. 13. Graph of K-factor values of power transformer 
Rys. 13. Wykres wartości współczynnika K transformatora zasilającego 
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Fig. 14. Deformed power D with SAFi filter switched off and on 
Rys. 14. Wykres mocy odkształconej D przy załączonym i wyłączonym filtrze SAFi 

 
Deformed power values with filter switched on or switched off are shown in Fig.14. A 

significant reduction of deformed power may be observed (by c. 69%). Vector diagrams of 
active, reactive, apparent and deformed power D are shown in Fig.15. We may observe a 
noticeable decrease in deformed power in relation to values shown in Fig.4 (where filter has 
been switched off).  

            

Fig. 15. Vector diagram of active, reactive, apparent power and deformed power D 
Rys. 15. Wykres wektorowy mocy czynnej, biernej i pozornej oraz mocy odkształconej D 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Basing on conducted measurements, it may be stated that scalable active filter SAFi has 
reduced harmonic disturbances in current and voltage down to safe level. Thus it is possible to 
use one transformer for supply of greater number of loads fed from one transformer station. 
Use of SAFi filter has led to reduced temperature rise in transformers and cables (hence 
increasing their respective lifetimes) and has eliminated the risk of harmonic resonance in 
current and voltage. In addition, thanks to the use of SAFi filter, a uniform distribution of load 
in three-phase network has been obtained, therefore there is no need of oversizing cross-
sections of neutral wires and transformers. When measurements are analysed, it is proven that 
with filter switched on : 

- at the supply point RS-8 voltage THD content  (THDU) has decreased from 2.45% to 
1.20% and corresponding current THD content (THDI) has fallen  from 23.25% to 
2.07%, 

- at the transformer T1 supply point voltage THD content (THDU) has  decreased from 
2.3% to 0.8% and corresponding current THD content (THDI) from 12.8% to 4.4%, 

- power factor tPF has improved from 0.78 to 0.98 at the supply point RS-8 and from 
0.93 to 0.97 at transformer T1 supply point, 

- active power consumption has decreased by 12 kW due to reduction in deformed 
power value, this gives 288 kWh of active energy per one day. Assuming the price of 
1 kWh to be equal to 0.50 zl and taking into account the fact that there were 252 
workdays in 2014, total reduction in energy consumption may be assessed at 36 288 zl 
per annum. When measurement results are considered, we may forecast that active 
filter investment outlay might be amortized within 24 months, 

- value of coefficient K (related to non-linear loading of transformer) has improved.  
Application of Scalable Active Filter SAFi has made it possible to attain many 

advantages not only in power quality, but also on material and financial levels. These benefits 
are listed as  follows:  

- Costs of electrical energy have been reduced by improving power factor PF; in 
networks containing higher harmonics there is always the cost of distorted power 
incurred by the customer, while active power is not completely utilized.  

- Lifetime of supply cables and wires has been significantly increased, skin effect has 
been eliminated and material costs have been reduced (there is no necessity of 
oversizing neutral wires).  

- Load efficiency has been increased; possibility of destruction of power electronics 
loads has been eliminated (it occurs in case of unfavourable network impedance, when 
RMS-voltage value goes up).  
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